The Nonprofit End-of-Year Resource Guide
________________________________________________________
From #GivingTuesday until New Year’s Eve, the end of the year is busy for nonprofits, and for
good reason. On average, 30% of annual giving occurs in December, and 10% of annual giving
occurs in the last 3 days of the year. To help you get the most out of this festive and generous
month, we’ve compiled our favorite end-of-year campaign guides and resources into one handy
bundle. Plus we’ve added some extra checklists and tips in there as a treat.
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________________________________________________________
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Fundraising Email Best Practices and Templates
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Festive Ideas for Fundraising Emails
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The Thank-Yous
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Fundraising Tools
________________________________________________________
There are a lot of fundraising websites out there. In the time it took me to type that previous
sentence, a new one probably just launched. With so much to choose from, it can be hard to tell
where to start.
We’ve looked at some donation platforms in the past, specifically as part of our recommendations
for nonprofits looking to keep that steady drumbeat of on-site contributions. And we’re still big
fans of those platforms — but for fundraising websites, we wanted to look at those instances
where you have a specific niche to fill. In many cases, these complement a more robust CRM
strategy.

What type of fundraising website do I need?
The answer to this depends on what you need from your online fundraising tools — you wouldn’t
hire a major gifts officer to be your volunteer coordinator. Consider your digital tools for the
specific “job description” they need to fill. Are you looking for a new donation platform to handle
all incoming donations made via your website? (If you are, check this out.) Or do you need
something for a seasonal campaign? Are you launching a new project that needs specific
funding, or do you not even need money at this point so much as you need stuff?
Once you’ve determined the specific use for your fundraising website or tool, then you can get to
the fun part: a competitive analysis.

What to consider when choosing a fundraising website
Before we get into our picks for fundraising sites, we should note that our recommendations are
just that — recommendations. Your mileage may vary with whatever tool you pick, so it’s good to
consider your more specific needs beyond the general type of fundraising website. At Whole
Whale, some of the criteria we consider include:
●
●
●
●
●

Does the fundraising platform cover donations, crowdfunding, or both?
How are funds released?
What is the fee structure?
Does the platform integrate well with your website’s CMS?
Can you host the fundraising website’s URL on your own organization domain?

●
●

Can it be tracked through Google Analytics?
Can we customize the donation page?

Fire up your Excel or Google Sheets and start shopping with these considerations in mind — as
well as any other questions that may come up specifically within your team.

Our favorite fundraising websites
What follows here are 13 fundraising websites to consider, along with the specific functionalities
for each one. Check them out and weigh their pros and cons against your own matrix of
considerations for you, your organization, and your team. It’s also a great idea to check out their
competition to see if there’s one that works even better. And if you have any suggestions, please
tweet them to us at @WholeWhale!
1. If you care about design and integration capabilities… Classy
Classy lives up to its name — and has a price tag to go with it. That said, it has a high number of
design and integration capabilities, including the ability to seamlessly customize the design to
match your branding and hosting its URLs on your own domain. We’re also fans of their blog.
2. If you have a great project idea and your supporters don’t need the write-off… Kickstarter
In less than 10 years, Kickstarter has become so interchangeable with crowdfunding that it’s up
there with Band-Aid and Kleenex in terms of brand-name–product synonymousness. While
nonprofits are welcome to launch projects on Kickstarter, it does have rules (in addition to the
standard all-or-nothing funding principle): Your campaign has to be centered on a project (versus
general fundraising for a charity or cause), and there’s no write-off for backers. That said, if you’re
a nonprofit or a for-benefit organization with a solid initiative, you would be tapping into a
network of committed givers: In 2016, the Opera di Firenze brought in over €322,000 to fund its
“Opera for Everybody” project.
3. If you’re a college or university… Funderful
Founded in 2012 to help colleges and universities “break through the noise and engage their
communities…in an age of declining email open rates,” Funderful leverages chatbot innovations
to tap into preexisting alumni networks on Facebook. They boast 80% open rates for Facebook
messenger campaigns and also integrate paid social advertising into the mix. Their international
client list includes the Rhodes Trust, London Business School, the American University, Wolfson
College at the University of Oxford, and the University of Graz, Austria.
4. If you’re a startup and need white-glove service… Fundable
This fundraising website is for all of our friends working in the social-impact and for-benefit
sectors: Fundable is a resource for getting the capital you need to launch your business with a
very involved team that will hold your hand from start to finish, with options for both reward and
equity-based crowdfunding. Their pricing structure reflects the tailoring of services with a monthly
fee instead of a percentage of donations.

5. If you need to raise funds for disaster relief… GoFundMe
For the immediate, boots-on-the-ground approach to raising cash, GoFundMe is one of the most
trusted and ubiquitous fundraising websites. GoFundMe campaigns are often seen in the wake of
natural and man-made disasters, either to help a larger victims’ fund or to support individuals in
need of extra help after a major life event. The Kickstarter-like aspect of their pages allow for
easy updates and social sharing, too.
6. If you’re fine on cash but need stuff… Amazon Wish List
In addition to the AmazonSmile program which allows customers to shop on behalf of a cause
(0.5% of their eligible purchases go to the cause of their choice), Amazon Wish Lists have risen in
popularity to give material goods over monetary contributions. While many nonprofits get better
rates on buying items in bulk through other vendors, CNN’s Heather Kelly notes that the uptick in
organizations using Wish Lists stems from giving supporters a chance to feel like they’re
contributing something concrete, thereby making impact more tangible.
7. If you’re raising funds in the health/science/medicine field… Experiment
Maybe your fundraising needs are specific. Like, “using seaweed to assess nitrogen pollution
levels around the coast of northern England and Scotland” specific. Individuals and institutions
(including the Universities of Washington and South Carolina, UC Berkeley, and UNC – Chapel
Hill) have been using Experiment to fund their scientific research. So far, over $7.7million has
been pledged to 768 funded projects by 41,575 backers, with several projects receiving
additional grants from Experiment itself. A few recent campaigns ranged from questioning
whether music could influence the longevity of human blood cells to early detection of pancreatic
cancer.
8. If you’re looking specifically for equity… AngelList
AngelList’s crowdfunding component plays crowdfunding matchmaker for angel investors and
startups at an average valuation of $4.1million. They also work with a more traditional platform
allowing Venture Capitalists to find specific projects to build out their portfolio. It’s one of the
longest-running equity websites, having launched in 2010 to democratize the investment
process. They even have a section for job searchers and recruiters.
9. If your supporters want to raise funds on your behalf… CrowdRise
There are plenty of crowdfunding platforms, but one thing we love about CrowdRise is the ability
for supporters to crowdfund on behalf of your organization. It can create a chain effect of
fundraisers rallying around key giving periods such as awareness months or the holiday season.
Corporations can launch campaigns to engage and encourage workplace giving, and it’s also a
platform used by celebrities to leverage their fans to support a cause of their choice (you can
even offer Kickstarter-style incentives for different levels of giving).
10. If you’re looking to fund ongoing content projects… Patreon
The website of choice for artists looking to receive compensation for their output, Patreon takes
its name from the old-school patronage system in the days of the Renaissance. Creatives and

creators use the platform to receive regular donations from their fans in exchange for tiered
incentives (such as exclusive access to content or a say in what they make next). If you’re looking
to fund ongoing podcasts, a theater season, or even TED-Ed videos, you’ll find a home of
like-minded creators for good on Patreon.
11. If you want to keep your fee structure low… Flipcause
Flipcause is a donation website designed to work with a range of operating budgets. Their
Starter model applies to organizations with revenue of $100,000 or under in the last year and
runs $100 per month (paid annually). At the highest end of the spectrum is their Standard
package, which applies to total revenue of $2million to $5million and starts at $250 per month
(paid annually). Their rates for web payments are the lowest in the industry as well, capped off at
1.5%. If you use Salesforce, this won’t be your top pick for integration, but if you’re pinching every
penny and looking for the cheapest-yet-still-reliable option, this is it.
12. If you’re a female-led organization looking for serious dollars… Plum Alley
Because the future is female. Plum Alley connects individuals and institutions looking to invest in
private companies that are led by female founders or feature gender diverse teams. This
next-level crowdfunding website grew from being essentially the Indiegogo of female
entrepreneurship to being a partner to both investors and business owners, as well as managing
more significant deals than your average Kickstarter (their average minimum investment is
$10,000). Plum Alley makes investments via syndicate and hosts quarterly showcase events to
give startups more face-time with their potential investors.
13. If you want Design Whaler Ann’s favorite pick… D
 onorbox
A simple-yet-elegant solution, this is our own design and CRM guru Ann Nguyen’s favorite
fundraising website and software. In 15 minutes you can seamlessly embed Donorbox onto your
website (or use their popup widget), accept monthly recurring donations, and accept payments
via credit card, Apple Pay, bank transfer, and PayPal. They also play well with a number of
integrations, including WordPress, Squarespace, Stripe, MailChimp, and Salesforce.
BONUS! If you have some amazing experiences to auction off… Charitybuzz + Prizeo
We’re a little biased as we’ve worked with both Charitybuzz and Prizeo in the past, however,
these two fundraising websites — hosted under the Charity Network — allow nonprofits to
auction off once-in-a-lifetime experiences to benefit their cause.
Charitybuzz is the more traditional auction format, with users bidding on lots including walk-on
roles on popular TV shows, concert tickets followed by meet-and-greets with the performers, and
weeklong stays at private villas.
Prizeo, on the other hand, operates on a sweepstakes level with automatic entry available at a
starting level of $10 — the more money you contribute, the more entries you can buy for
experiences like tickets to Hamilton and the chance to play football with Tom Brady.

Bonus: Check out our tips on crowdfunding best practices and Facebook fundraising do’s and
don’ts to make the most of some of the above platforms.

Fundraising Email Best Practices and Templates
________________________________________________________
When giving season comes around, nonprofits are in overdrive, working to increase donations so
that meaningful work can be done in the new year. It’s exciting! And stressful!
In that moment, nothing sounds better than just sending out some automated, one-size-fits-all
fundraising emails. Especially since email accounted for more than 26% of online revenue for
nonprofits in 2016. Automating the process sounds like easy money, right?
Not exactly. Email has proven to be really valuable, but only when done right. Yes, you are typing
words on a machine and sending those words to another person’s machine. But the keyword
there is person.
Remember that you’re engaging with human beings — and very different ones at that. You
wouldn’t send your mom the same gift you’d send your nephew. You don’t call your friends just
to ask for a favor (and when you do, you don’t ask every friend for the same favor or in the same
way). You tailor your gifts and your appeals based on the person and on your relationship.
To really connect with your supporters — and drive them to donate — consider running a highly
segmented email campaign this giving season. Divide your list based on donation amount or
donation behavior. For each type, your segments could be the following:
Donation amount
● 0
● $
● $$
● $$$
● $$$$
Donation behavior
● Users: Have never donated
● Lapsed donors: Haven’t donated in 1 or more years
● Active donors: Donated in last year

●
●

Repeat donors: Have donated multiple years in a row or to more than one campaign
Top donors: $$$$ or more donors

Some of you may be thinking, “Why don’t I just reach out to my top donors for the big bucks and
save myself time to catch up on my Netflix (or sleep)?” I feel you. As valuable as those top donors
are, a lot of small donations can add up! Plus, it helps to remind your supporters of your amazing
work, and unite them towards driving real impact. Best case scenario: Motivated supporters
become repeat donors, which is one of your most valuable segments in the long term.
Now, dividing your list into these donor segments requires some work, but it will pay off
(#kaching) in the end. To help you out on the writing side, we’ve created templates for the
different donor audiences, plus a little description about the content choices we made. For all
these emails, remember to always, always include plenty of links to your donate page, visual
content (images and/or videos), and a clear call to action at the end.
Keep reading for our templates designed for each donor segment:

For $0 donors or Users
These are your contacts who have not donated in the past; use this list to turn contacts into first
time donors.
This list calls for less personalized messaging and lighter asks than the other segments. Contacts
may be less familiar with your organization than donors, so take time to tell them about the
amazing things you do and what their contribution will help you accomplish. Ask for a small
donation amount or offer a smaller range of donation amounts to ease them into it.

For the $-$$ donors
This list is your smaller and/or newer donor pool. These people have expressed interest and
engaged with your organization by giving in the past, but are not among your “all star” donors
(yet).
Thank this list for their past donation and support, and ask for a donation amount or range that is
just slightly above what they donated before. Consider adding a list of programs/items that can
be paid for with even the smallest donation. An example from UNICEF:

Or our template (on the next page) that includes 3 donation levels to anchor donation level.
Studies show donors will be more likely to choose the middle option.

For the Donors from Last Year
These people engaged with your organization’s campaign in the last year. Specifically reference
that campaign in your communication to tell donors that you remember and appreciate their gifts.

Show them what you were able to accomplish with the money donated from that campaign, and
share your goals for this year.

For the Lapsed Donors
These individuals donated in the past, but haven’t donated in the last year or two. Thank them for
being a part of your community and donating in the past, and remind them why they donated
either to your cause in general or a specific campaign. Tell them all that you were able to do with
the past donations, and outline your goals for this year.

For the Repeat Donors
Send to the top accounts who have repeatedly donated over time. These donors have shown
high engagement with the organization. Contact each of these donors with personalized
messaging. Send a direct ask, don’t be shy! Notice this email is not sent from an email platform,
but from an individual’s email account.

For the Top Donors
Send individual emails to the top 25 single value donations. Each of these accounts will have
made a large donation (determine your exact $ amount range based on your past individual
donations) within the last 5 years.
Contact each of these donors with personalized messaging to appeal for high value gifts. Remind
them why they donated before, whether it was at an event, to support a specific campaign, or just
to your cause in general, and ask them to contribute to your goal.
If they have a personal connection to a particular employee at your organization, have that
person reach out to them individually. Some of your top donors may be on your board: if your
organization has set (or previously communicated) expectations for donors, then send an email
announcing the campaign and reminding them of the board’s goals. If your organization does not
have set or clear expectations from donors, send individual emails thanking them for being on
the board, outlining your fundraising goals, and asking them to contribute.
Don’t be shy, and say those numbers. Like repeat donors, this email is not sent from an email
platform, but from an individual’s email account.

Festive Ideas for Fundraising Emails
________________________________________________________
Theoretically, the holidays should be all sugar plums, Love Actually, and full cashmere getups. In
reality, it’s often snow-sludge, end-of-year work stress, and family tension.
Wouldn’t it be nice if you could not only find a fun and festive escape in your inbox, but also if you
could give that to your constituents? Santa (or Hanukkah Harry) would be so proud. And with a
few easy and creative changes to your typical newsletter, even the elves will be proud of your
efficiency. Get in the spirit with these ideas for making your email campaigns merry and bright
this holiday season.
1. Gift Guides
Who doesn’t love a bundle? Turn your organization’s content or donation page into a gift guide.
For content, send an email with 3 to 5 articles to “Share with your family and friends this season”
or to “Spark conversation at Thanksgiving dinner.”
For donations, tie dollar amounts to services or impact, and make donating in a person’s name
the gift of the year. The Selamta Family Project breaks down each monthly giving amount so your
donation feels tangible. Giving Mom the gift of providing a student with free medical care for a
year? Talk about the gift that keeps on giving.

2. Virtual Holiday Card
Don’t be afraid to have fun this season. Take a professional (or goofy) team photo and send some
warm wishes to your constituents. You can make it an excuse to share your year-end recap or
annual report to share all of the awesome work you’ve done this year. Sending it from the CEO or
founder of the organization will add an extra special and personalized touch.

3. Powerful Videos
Everyone seems to be pivoting to video — make sure to pivot for good. Illustrate your vision and
mission through film, which can also be repurposed as a pitch video for crowdfunding or your
donation page. Studies have shown that crowdfunding campaigns with pitch videos raise 3 times
as many funds. Why not test it with email?

4. Inspiring Infographics and Groovy Gifs
Don’t have video? Make the most of your images and data. Design infographics to share key
stats from the year. Create or source gifs that bring your emails to life. Keep readers’ eyes on
your emails, and always — always — hyperlink your visuals to send users to your website.

5. Seasonal Subject Lines
Two of our favorite kinds of subject lines are punny and topical subject lines. Now is your chance
to combine both! Think of your favorite holiday songs, movies, and sayings, and find ways to
(appropriately) reference them in your emails. Think “12 days of giving,” or “holly jolly jungle cats,”
etc. Alliteration always helps.
6. : Snowman Emoji :
For organizations with younger audiences, consider adding seasonal emojis to your subject lines.
Brands using emojis have seen a 45% increase in open rates, and apparently the snowman emoji
is the most successful. Go figure, Frosty.

7. Ambassador Appreciation
Spread gratitude this season. Send a campaign that features different ambassadors in each
email: One week could be volunteers, the next week could be field-workers, and the following
could be social media supporters. Share Twitter and Instagram screenshots, testimonials, and
stories. They’ll be honored to be featured, and your other constituents may be motivated to join
in on the fun!
8. The Best Year Ever
Another fun way to recap the year is to look back on the best content or events from the past
year. What article got the most pageviews (hint: use Google Analytics)? Did a story or video get
shared a lot on social media (hint: use Twitter Analytics, YouTube Analytics, or Facebook
Insights). Did you have a super successful event or gala? Share those highlights and the data
(number of views, number of donations, etc) to back it up.

9. Spread Good Cheer
Have an inspiring video, article, or story of impact? Recruit your subscribers to help you share the
message and spread holiday cheer! Use AddThis in your email to make it super easy for readers
to see the content and immediately share it on social media or in an email to their network. Once
their friends and family share it with their friends and family, you’ve got a movement going.

10. Potluck Playlist
Make a playlist on Spotify related to your organization — or just for fun! —and share it your list.
We love the One Love #ThatsNotLove playlist: Subscribers get to collaborate by adding songs
that illustrate unhealthy relationship behaviors. Thoughtful, thought-provoking, and fun. Bonus
points if you have an organization-wide potluck and play it during the festivities.

11. Segmented Thank Yous
Not all subscribers are alike. Some are super engaged, opening and clicking every newsletter.
Some are your donors, both big and small. These two groups of subscribers have proven to be
committed to your organization. Consider sending them special thank you notes, highlighting
how their commitment to your cause has helped you to drive impact. If you use Pardot, you can
target these committed prospects based on their Score. Make sure the message is personalized,
and offer an exclusive piece of content if you can. Our favorite thank yous include video
testimonials or photos of notes from the people who benefit from your services.

12. And To All a Good Night
Expect a drop-off in email activity and website traffic in late December: Many of your subscribers
will be on Holiday and offline. Schedule your Holiday-specific email marketing campaign to end
before December 20 so you reach people before they sign off.
For end-of-year giving appeals, you can pick up the campaign again from the 29th to the 31st of
December: studies show that 12% of donations are made in the last 3 days of the year. Then,
finally, sit back with an eggnog and some fuzzy slippers to enjoy the festivities!

Donor Thank You Email Best Practices
________________________________________________________
For anyone raised with an Emily Post–reading and etiquette-loving parent, you know that it is
obligatory to send thank you letters whenever you receive a gift. If you’ve really been
indoctrinated, then sending thank you notes in your personal life is probably an impulse already.
A donation to your nonprofit organization is no different than receiving a candle for the holidays
or a gift card on your birthday: Sending a thank you email is the time-honored, polite, and
gracious way to respond.
Unlike handwritten notes to your grandma, donor thank you emails can — and should — be
automated to save your team time during the busy giving season. Even after sending tailored
fundraising emails, it is imperative to thank donors with just as much care and warmth. How does
one do that without the email turning robotic and impersonal? Below are 7 best practices for
donor thank you letters that would make Emily proud.
1. “Send from” a top person
Use the name of a top, preferably well-known, person at your organization as the sender’s name.
Include the organization name as well for double recognition. For example, “George Weiner from
Whole Whale.”
People respond to seeing human names in their inboxes, especially if that name is notable. They
will also be primed to look at messages from your organization since they just took the big step
of donating to your cause. Don’t forget to include an actual signature from this person at the end
of the email for a personal touch.
2. Say “thank you” in the subject line
With these two simple words you’re already off to a good start! And it clearly states that, when
recipients click on the subject line, they will open up a thank you email.

3. Use personalized merge tags
Donation forms require donors to include their names, so you will have this information. Use
merge tags or variable tags (depending on your email marketing service) to insert a donor’s first
name into the email. For example starting with “Dear Turtle” or “Thank you, Turtle.”
4. Make the donor feel like part of the team
Put the fundraising onus on the donor. Use “you” and “your” throughout the email. Remind them
that they helped raise the money and they are a part of the community.
5. Illustrate impact
Show how valuable their donation was by explaining the impact you will be able to drive. How
will this donation contribute to solving X problem? What people, animals, or plant life will that
money be supporting? Include visuals (a video or an image) of the what will be supported to
make the impact feel tangible. Also, include statistics:When applicable, use numbers to show how
your organization reached its goal, and how many people, animals, or plant life you will be able to
support with that money. Get specific about where that money will go.
6. Thank them, again
It never hurts to thank them twice. Your first “thank you” was for their previous action of donating.
Aim this “thank you” towards the future: Thank your donors for being part of your community and
say that you look forward to your work together.
7. Don’t be afraid to ask for more
Include a P.S. at the end for the super-committed donors and ask them to take another step like
sharing your campaign on social media or forwarding a campaign email to 5 of their friends.
These constituents have just expressed interest in your organization by donating. They are more
likely than other constituents to take another action on your behalf, especially if it is something
light like a share.

Donor thank you examples
Giving season is a busy time for your team, but you can’t sacrifice personalized thanks you’s. Set
up an automation to send a quick thank you (like a transaction email) after someone donates, and
be sure to include their name and the social share ask. Once the campaign is over, send out a
more personalized message using all 7 of the tips above. You can never thank your donors too
much, and it will serve as a reminder after the initial excitement has died down.
Check out some of our favorite examples:

ACLU

Center for Reproductive Rights

NEDA

Note: Don’t forget the disclosure that the gift is tax-deductible!
EarthJustice

charity: water

Planned Parenthood

For more fundraising email marketing tips, check out our recorded webinar: 7 Email Marketing
Optimization Hacks for Year-End Campaigns with Salsa Labs.

Sending Major Thank You’s: Templates for
Emailing Top Donors
________________________________________________________
Not all donors are alike, and some donors need that extra-personal touch. These are your major
donors, also known as the top donors to your organization.
In terms of donations, the number that gets someone into the top donor category can range
anywhere from $1,000 to $1 million, depending on the size of your organization, the average size
of your donations, and your relationship with the donor. Just as you wouldn’t talk to your
coworker in the same way that you talk to your mom, you have to communicate with major
donors differently than you would with other donors.
If you’ve already read our guide to donor thank you emails, then welcome to Thank You Notes
201: Major donors require more than the basics because they have donated more money — and
likely more time — to your organization. They are highly passionate about the cause, and typically
have a personal connection to what you do.
Major donors deserve and expect more attention than an automated thank you. Before you start
writing emails, remember these 5 golden rules for major donor fundraising.
1. Have an in-person meeting first
Whether they have already donated a significant sum or you anticipate that they will in the near
or distant future, don’t solicit your major donors over email.
Schedule an in-person meeting to make the initial ask. Invite them to see your programs in action
and follow up with an ask over coffee, drinks, or a meal. Major donors need to see the impact of
your organization and feel like they are a part of your team.
2. Frame your ask around their individual interests
Do your research. How is this donor connected to your organization? Do they like to volunteer,
attend events, or both? Did they just recently donate a large sum or have they been upping the
ante over the years? Are they on your board and/or friends other members of your organization?

Do they like to offer advice to your team or simply support your organization from the sidelines?
Look into past donor data and communications to determine their connection — and think
beyond the numbers (remember that they’re people, too!). Ask them about their interest in your
organization at the in-person meeting. Use all of this information to tailor your messaging to them,
because on the other side of those emails is a unique human being who is very excited about
your cause. Show them how excited you are to have their support!
3. Send exclusive updates regularly
Keep your organization top-of-mind. Build a special group within your newsletter list for major
donors and send them exclusive updates.
Demonstrate how your work is driving impact with images and statistics (remember the old adage
“show, don’t tell”). Also remember to add a call to action at the end driving them to go to your
website, donate more, or to share the message with their networks.
4. Build a community and give them a voice
Major donors are clearly passionate about your organization. They also have other networks,
areas of expertise, and interests. Encourage them to bring those to your organization.
When you think past the monetary value of a donor, you may see that they could help you with
any number of challenges you’re facing, from running events to recruiting more donors. Connect
them with other beneficiaries and create a community of top donors. They have already bought
into your cause, but when they feel part of a movement, they will be more inclined to champion
your organization.
5. Send a thank you within 24 hours after any conversation with a major donor
Another way to stay top-of-mind, and also just a polite thing to do!
Send a thank you note after your initial in-person meeting, whether or not they commit to a major
donation. Mention their connection to your organization and their interests (see #2) and highlight
the impact they will make and where the money will go.
After the donation goes through, send another thank you and illustrate the impact of that gift — in
this case, where the donation has gone. For example, DonorsChoose.org sends pictures and
cards from the students that benefit from a fundraiser. Make the impact feel tangible to the donor,
and remind them of other ways they can be involved in your organization.

Templates:

For after the initial meeting

For the first major donation

For long-time major donor

Thanking Donors Beyond Email
________________________________________________________
“Thank you for your donation” – there’s nothing wrong with a prompt, short, and sweet thank you
note in your inbox. But after a while, it can feel robotic and impersonal, even if you insert the
donor’s name or add a signature to the bottom of the message. If you are looking to get out of an
email rut, check out these ideas for how to thank donors beyond email.
1. Handwritten notes
Go old school with honest pen-on-paper thank you notes. They are definitely personal, and who
doesn’t love getting a real letter these days? If you work directly with communities that those
donations support, take a page out of DonorsChoose’s handbook and consider collaborating
with them on the letters.
2. Thank you videos
Remember “pivot to video”? It’s still happening. As of 2015, there were reports of over 8 billion
video views each day on Facebook alone. With YouTube and Instagram continuing to grow and
allowing for longer form content, we can only expect those numbers to increase. In addition to
the reach of video, it can be a humanizing and intimate way to thank donors for their contribution
and highlight their impact. Whole Whale client Lung Cancer Foundation of America produced a
thank you video after their year-end fundraising campaign, and we love how it showcases stories
of gratitude directly from people within the LCFA community. It doesn’t have to be done in a
professional setting — recording on an iPhone or a computer feels authentic — and is less of a lift
for your team. If you decide to post on social media, be sure to review our tips to avoid common
video mistakes.
3. Thank you landing pages
Make your donors the stars on a landing page of your website. It could be the homepage, or a
campaign specific page like we saw in the LCFA example mentioned above. Highlight any key
statistics that show where their money has gone and how they have contributed to enacting real
change. Include your thank you video if you make one, and add a click to share so they can
encourage their friends to contribute as well.

4. Social engagement
Encourage your donors to share their contributions on social media by adding a social share to
the donation flow. If you use Facebook fundraising —we recommend that you do — the social
sharing part is already baked in. Then, take the next step and like, share, or comment to say
thank you. Share an final, overarching thank you post at the end of the fundraiser highlighting the
impact of the donations you received.
5. Phone calls
Another old school technique that still works: Phone calls! Consider calling top donors to thank
them for their contributions. Avoid asking for more money in the moment, and really talk to those
donors to learn more about them and why they are passionate about your cause. This could be
useful when sending tailored emails to major donors in the future.
6. Stewardship levels
Create different tiers for different donation amounts. For each tier you could:
● Give them a gift item: For example, for a $10 donation, the donor receives a note, for $20
they receive a hat, etc.
● Make their donation tangible: For each possible donation amount, instead of offering a
gift, highlight the impact a donation can have. Check out this example below from
Friendship Bridge, an organization that provides loans and education to impoverished
women so they can start and expand businesses.
● Give them a shoutout: Highlight them on event programs, in an upcoming email, or on
social media (with their permission).
7. Get togethers
Host an event for donors to gather and meet other people passionate about the same cause. It
could be a casual coffee in your HQ, a meetup in your neighborhood, or sponsored gatherings in
other cities. Take a few minutes to thank them for their contributions and highlight how their
money will be used, and then keep it casual. Mix, mingle, and get to know your donors on a
human level.

Setting Goals for Fundraising
________________________________________________________
Nonprofits are nothing if not ambitious. Just look at those mission and vision statements. But how
can we channel those big, huge, ambitious organizational goals into realistic goals in fundraising?
If your organization struggles to reach its fundraising goal every year, it may be because you
have just one goal.
When you set a public fundraising goal, it’s set in stone, and that pressure can lead to greater
performance. But if the number is too ambitious it may work against you: When a goal feels
unachievable, your employees may feel inadequate or as though they are being set up to fail. At
the same time, when a goal seems easy, people won’t work as hard to achieve it and won’t feel
the same level of satisfaction. Consider setting two goals to meet the mark both internally and
externally:
1. A conservative, public-facing, realistic fundraising goal that holds your team accountable
2. A more ambitious, internally-facing, stretch goal that pushes your employees to go above
and beyond
Now, how do you actually set fundraising goals that walk the line of ambitious enough, but not
unrealistic?
Be SMART
We know you are smart, but are your goals? They should be:
●

●

●

Specific: Say exactly the number or percentage you want to reach: “$40,000 in seasonal
giving between Thanksgiving and New Year’s Eve” or “40% increase from last year,” as
opposed to “more money.”
Measureable: Again, the goal should be quantifiable. And make sure you have tracking in
place on your website or with your third-party donation platform so you can measure your
progress throughout the year or campaign.
Ambitious/Attainable: This is where you set your two different goals: One that’s a realistic
goal, and one that’s more ambitious (literally designed to stretch your team, in a good
way).

●

●

Relevant: Why are you setting this fundraising goal? What is the goal of the goal, so to
speak? Look back at your mission statement, budgets, and expenses to find the numbers
that will help you drive impact.
Time-Based: There should always be a deadline you are trying to reach. When do you
want to reach these goals? Set a date and then draft a timeline working backwards, fitting
in checkpoints or dates when you will track your progress along the way. For example, if
you set an annual fundraising goal of $40,000, break that down into quarterly goals,
aiming to raise $10,000 every three months.

It’s a marathon, not a sprint
The easiest way to take your fundraising goal from real-scary to realistic is to pace it out.
Fundraising is a marathon, not a sprint. Just as you would set incremental goals in order to run a
marathon (be able to run 5 miles in the first month of training, 10 miles in the second month), you
want to break down your overarching goals in fundraising into more manageable, time-boxed
goals. This is where the “T” in SMART comes in handy. Set progressive goals for each
checkpoint, and remember to check in regularly so you can make sure you are on track to
complete that marathon.
Actually, it’s a relay, not a marathon
To reach your goals in fundraising, it takes a village. Set incremental SMART goals for each
department and employee. This way you’re all working towards your 2 main goals: The realistic
goals and ambitious goals. Remember to clearly delegate work accordingly, and encourage
coworkers to be transparent about their progress and whether or not they need help.
Now go set and achieve those goals! And be sure to check out our fundraising resources for
campaign ideas, our communications resources for more email tips, and our analytics resources
to make sure tracking is setup properly.

